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Abstract—We describe the use of a genetic programming
system to induce classifiers that can discriminate between Parkin-
son’s disease patients and healthy age-matched controls. The best
evolved classifer achieved an AUC of 0.92, which is comparable
with clinical diagnosis rates. Compared to previous studies of
this nature, we used a relatively large sample of 49 PD patients
and 41 controls, allowing us to better capture the wide diversity
seen within the Parkinson’s population. Classifiers were induced
from recordings of these subjects’ movements as they carried
out repetitive finger tapping, a standard clinical assessment
for Parkinson’s disease. For ease of interpretability, we used
a relatively simple window-based classifier architecture which
captures patterns that occur over a single tap cycle. Analysis
of window matches suggested the importance of peak closing
deceleration as a basis for classification. This was supported
by a follow-up analysis of the data set, showing that closing
deceleration is more discriminative than features typically used
in clinical assessment of finger tapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s,
Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s, are caused by the loss or
functioning neurones in the brain. These diseases mostly
affect the elderly and, due to ageing populations around the
world, they represent a growing social and economic problem.
Although there are currently no cures for the majority of
these diseases, early diagnosis and frequent monitoring are
important in order for sufferers to plan their lives and receive
appropriate therapeutic treatment. However, these diseases can
be challenging to diagnose, particularly in their early stages.
Parkinson’s, for example, has reported misdiagnosis rates of
up to 25%, and is often confused with other neurodegenerative
conditions such as progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) [2, 8].
The diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s is further confounded
by it often appearing clinically indistinct from other types of
parkinsonism due to genetic, vascular, toxic or drug causes
[4]. Consequently, diagnosis is made through a subjective
clinical assessment of a patient’s symptoms, rather than via
biochemical markers.

In previous work, we have speculated about how compu-
tational techniques could be used to make clinical assessment
more objective [1]. In particular, we have proposed the use of
computational intelligence methodologies to look for patterns
within recordings of conventional clinical assessments [12, 16,

18]. Computational intelligence techniques are particularly de-
sirable, because we often have little idea of which patterns are
most discriminative. In this respect, evolutionary algorithms
are especially useful, since they are very flexible with regard
to how solutions are represented, implying that we can use a
variety of representations in order to investigate different types
of pattern. For instance, in our previous work, we have evolved
both static [18] and dynamical [12] representations.

However, a potential weakness of computational intelli-
gence techniques is that their inferred solutions can be dif-
ficult to understand. This is particularly important for medical
diagnosis, since it is desirable that both clinicians and patients
have confidence in the diagnosis; this is difficult to achieve
if a diagnostic classifier’s behaviour is not well understood.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that an evolved diagnostic
classifier can not be used to inform diagnosis—since, even if
its behaviour is not wholly understood, it is often possible to
identify the features that underlie its predictive power and use
these to inform clinical assessment.

In this paper, we describe our use of a genetic programming
system to induce classifiers that can recognise diagnostically-
relevant patterns in movement data recorded from Parkinson’s
disease (PD) patients. In particular, we describe how a rel-
atively simple analysis of an evolved classifier can identify
the components of movement that underlie the classifier’s
behaviour, and how these components offer higher diagnostic
power than those conventionally measured during clinical
assessment.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II describes the
clinical data used in this study, Section III outlines how classi-
fiers were evolved, Section IV reports classifier performance,
Section V discusses the behaviour of the most discriminative
evolved classifier, Section VI discusses the implications for
clinical assessment, and Section VII concludes.

II. CLINICAL DATA

We recorded the movements of 49 PD patients and 41 age-
matched controls as they carried out a standard clinical finger
tapping test. This involved each subject repeatedly tapping
together the thumb and index finger of their dominant hand
for a period of 30 seconds, with instructions to do this at
the highest rate and largest amplitude they could comfortably



Fig. 1: Example of a window classifier represented using CGP.

achieve. Their movements were recorded using a Polhemus
Patriot electromagnetic motion tracking device, whose sensors
were attached to the subject’s thumb and index finger, and
which provided the position and rotation of these sensors with
respect to a fixed source at a rate of 60Hz. The study was
granted ethical approval, and written informed consent was
obtained from each subject.

Prior to being processed by an evolved classifer, each
subject’s movement data was preprocessed. First, the data was
converted to an acceleration time series, since this helps to
emphasise small changes that occur in the subject’s movements
during tapping. Next, the acceleration data was down-sampled
by a factor of 2, and a mean average filter of size 2 was
applied; this removes noise and emphasises the shape of
the acceleration profile. Finally, the acceleration data was
truncated to one standard deviation around the mean and scaled
uniformly to the unit interval; this transforms the absolute
acceleration data into relative acceleration data, which we have
found to lead to the evolution of more robust classifiers.

III. EVOLVING CLASSIFIERS

IRCGP [17], a variant of Cartesian genetic programming
(CGP) [13], was used to induce classifiers that could distin-
guish between movement data recorded from PD patients and
controls. We have previously used this algorithm to induce
diagnostic classifiers for a number of biomedical problems
[10, 11]; full details can be found in [11]. As with standard
CGP, solutions are represented using an integer Cartesian grid;
at each position there is a function that receives its inputs
from functions located at other co-ordinates within the grid.
Functions may also receive inputs from external inputs, and
there is a single designated output function. Hence, a solution
is a directed graph describing a mathematical expression that
maps inputs to output (see Fig. 1).

Each evolved expression may use up to 20 external inputs,
which represent a contiguous time series window within the
preprocessed acceleration data. When classifying a tapping
sequence, the data is presented as a series of overlapping
windows, each wide enough to cover a period of slightly
more than a single tap, on average. The classification for a
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Fig. 2: ROC curves for most discriminative classifier.

sequence is then the mean of the CGP expression’s output for
all windows. Hence, an evolved CGP expression is expected
to recognise diagnostically-relevant acceleration features that
occur within a single tap, and the classification for a subject is
the mean occurrence of these features over the whole tapping
period.

The evolutionary algorithm is used to find diagnostic clas-
sifiers that have high predictive accuracy. This is done using an
objective function that attempts to maximise the area under the
ROC curve (AUC) when separating PD patients from controls,
i.e. a classifier that maximises accuracy across all trade-offs
between specificity and sensitivity. AUC is equivalent to the
probability that a randomly chosen subject will be assigned
to the correct class [7]. An AUC of 1 means that a classifier
can achieve 100% specificity and 100% sensitivity. An AUC
of 0.5 indicates performance no better than random. An AUC
less than 0.5 indicates the same predictive power as one with
1!AUC, but with a reversed ordering of the classes within its
output range: during selection, these are treated equivalently.

To encourage the evolution of interpretable classifiers,
evolved solutions were restricted to a 5x5 Cartesian grid, i.e. a
maximum of 25 functions. The evolutionary algorithm used a
population size of 200, a generation limit of 100, tournament
selection size 4, uniform crossover, and a mutation rate of 6%
for functions and 4% for functionality elements.

IV. CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Over the course of 50 independent runs, classifiers were
induced using a training set comprising two-thirds of the
clinical data. A selection set, comprising another one-sixth of
the data, was then used to identify the evolved classifier with
the best performance on previously unseen data. This most
general classifier was then re-evaluated using a validation set,
comprising another one-sixth of the data, in order to provide
an unbiased estimate of its performance. Fig. 2 shows the ROC
curves for this classifier.

It can be seen that the classifier is fairly stable across the
different partitions of the data, achieving an AUC of 0.918
across all subjects, and a perfect classification of the validation



Fig. 3: Most discriminative classifier. Window offsets are in bold,
constants are in italics, and > indicates the max function. The dashed
line indicates sub-expression reuse, which is possible because we are
using graph-based CGP, rather than a standard tree-based GP.

set. For all subjects, this corresponds to an accuracy of around
85%. By comparison, clinical accuracies for PD diagnosis are
around 92-94% for movement disorder specialists, 75% for
non-expert secondary carers, and 47% for community care
[14]. However, it should be noted that the two classification
tasks are only partially comparable. In one sense, the task
we are solving is harder, because (for ethical reasons) the
patients are on dopaminergic medications, which reduce the
signs of PD. In another sense, the task is easier, because we are
only distinguishing PD from healthy, rather than distinguishing
between different neurodegenerative conditions. Nevertheless,
the accuracy of the evolved classifier is relatively good, and it
achieves this using only a single source of data, rather than (in
the clinical case) a complete assessment and medical history.

This is not the first time that computational intelligence
techniques have been applied to PD diagnosis [3]. However,
our work is distinct in that we have collected data from a
relatively large sample of PD and control patients compared
to previous studies. This gives us more confidence in the
generality of our results, especially given the high degree of
variance known to exist within the PD population. For instance,
many of the previous studies have used a dataset hosted at
UCI’s machine learning repository, which comprises vocal
recordings from 23 PD patients and only 8 healthy controls
[9]. Our approach also has the advantage of basing diagnosis
on a standard clinical test, allowing us to compare against
clinical features used to assess PD.

V. BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS

Fig. 3 shows the evolved expression used by the most
discriminative classifier. The expression is relatively simple,
comprising 7 functional elements (5 of which are used twice)
and two constants, and using inputs from 5 of the offsets within
an acceleration data window. Despite its simplicity, it is not
obvious how the classifier works by looking at this expression
alone.

A. Pattern matches

Another way of understanding the classifier’s behaviour
is to look at the patterns of acceleration which cause it to
produce a particularly high or a particularly low output, since

these correspond to strong indications of PD or normal tapping
behaviour. Fig. 4 shows some examples of data windows: Figs.
4a–c show taps that produced a strong PD response, and Figs.
4d–f show taps that produced a strong normal response.

In addition to showing the preprocessed window of ac-
celerations input to the classifier (the bottom plot in each
case), Fig. 4 also shows the corresponding raw acceleration
and finger separation data. The grey boxes drawn on the latter
show the periods of movement that contribute to the window
offsets used by the classifier, which are shown as grey lines
in the preprocessed windows. This indicates that there are
three regions considered by the classifier. For the majority of
windows with strong responses (and all the windows shown
here), the right-most region corresponds to the closing part of
the tap. For windows that give a strong PD response (Figs.
4a–c), the left-most region usually corresponds to the region
of least separation between taps, which appears to act as a
reference point for aligning the start of a tapping motion. This
can be seen in Figs. 4a and 4c. For windows that give a strong
non-PD response, by comparison, the left-most region tends
to overlay the opening phase (Fig. 4d) when matching against
a single tap, rather than the between-tap phase. Although the
classifier’s mathematical expression appears quite simple, this
suggests that it is looking for different patterns when matching
PD taps or control taps.

B. Effect of preprocessing

In general, acceleration windows in PD patients tend to
display high-frequency components, indicating jerky move-
ment. However, this jerkiness also occurs in control subjects,
many of whom have other age-related conditions such as
arthritis; as such, it may not be a good indicator of PD.
Fig. 4 illustrates how down-sampling and moving average
filtering tends to remove these high-frequency components,
leaving just the gross shape of the acceleration profile. It also
shows how truncation tends to obfuscate small differences
in the absolute sizes of acceleration and deceleration peaks,
which are unlikely to be diagnostically relevant. There is
also a tendency for PD patients to tap at lower amplitudes
than other people in their age group, but again this is not
a robust indicator for diagnosis. In this case, Fig. 4b shows
how scaling removes information about a subject’s tapping
amplitude. As a result of these preprocessing operations, the
signal received by the classifier is significantly different to
the raw acceleration profile, and emphasises gross features
such as overall patterns of acceleration/deceleration during a
tapping motion, and the presence of significant differences in
magnitude of accelerations or decelerations.

C. Feature extraction

Considering the evolved expression in Fig. 3, the largest
contribution to its output comes from the division node.
Our analysis of match windows suggests that, for windows
that produce strong non-PD signals, the main determinant of
this division is the relative size of the deceleration in the
closing phase of the tap. In a normal tapping motion, this
closing deceleration should be significantly larger than the
closing deceleration in the opening phase of the tap, since the
collision between thumb and finger produces a sudden stop
in comparison to the more elastic slowing when the thumb



(a) True positive (b) True positive (c) False positive

(d) True negative (e) True negative (f) False negative

Fig. 4: Example tapping data windows, showing in each case [top] the separation between index finger and thumb, [middle] the pattern of
acceleration, and [bottom] the corresponding preprocessed data window that is used by the evolved classifier. Grey regions show the parts of
the window that are considered by the evolved classifier when assigning a diagnostic class.



and finger are maximally opposed. This is very evident in Fig.
4d. However, in windows that produce strong PD responses
from the classifier, we do not see this relationship. Instead,
decelerations during the opening and closing phases are of a
similar magnitude, as shown in Fig. 4a. This suggests that the
relative size of the closing deceleration is the main feature
underlying the classifier’s behaviour. This interpretation is
supported by examples of misclassified tap windows. In Fig.
4c, a tap from a control sequence is misclassified as PD;
this appears to be because the relatively large deceleration
in closing has been lost during preprocessing. In Fig. 4f, a
tap from a PD sequence is misclassified as non-PD; in this
case, this appears to be due to an abnormal pattern of tapping
followed by a strong deceleration.

Fig. 5 shows examples of a PD patient and a control subject
carrying out finger tapping over a 5s interval. In the control
subject, the relationship between opening and closing peak
deceleration is easy to see: in each tap, the yellow marker
(peak opening deceleration) always appears lower than the
green marker (peak closing deceleration). In the PD subject,
by comparison, there is no clear relationship between the
two: sometimes closing deceleration is greater than opening
deceleration, sometimes vice versa.

However, it should be noted that the evolved expression
does not always match single taps. Figs. 4b and e show
examples where a pair of taps at a higher frequency produce
a strong PD and non-PD response, respectively. Whilst these
matches may be superfluous, it is interesting to note that
the PD match is clearly abnormal, corresponding to two
subsequent taps with extra intermediate deceleration phases.
The control match, on the other hand, appears to be recognising
consistent behaviour between taps—a feature that is sometimes
absent in PD patients. It should also be noted that a subject’s
classification is not based on individual strong matches, but
rather on the classifier’s mean response to all windows in a
sequence. Consequently, even though the evolved expression
appears relatively simple, and we have been able to make some
insights into how it classifies, it is quite likely that we have
not elicited its full behaviour.

D. Closing deceleration as a predictor

Given the prominent role that closing deceleration appears
to play in the classifier’s diagnostic ability, we looked at
the predictive accuracy of this component alone. For each
patient and control tapping sequence, this involved identifying
the boundaries between taps, measuring the magnitude of the
largest deceleration during closing, and taking the mean across
all taps. Fig. 6 shows the resulting ROC curve when the mean
closing deceleration is used to discriminate between patients
and controls, alongside ROC curves for mean amplitude, mean
speed, and the evolved classifier. The AUC for mean closing
deceleration is fairly high, and significantly higher than those
for speed and amplitude, metrics which are used in clinical
assessment. Nevertheless, it is still significantly lower than the
AUC for the classifier as a whole, again suggesting that the
classifier also takes other features into account.

VI. DISCUSSION

According to current clinical practice, a patient’s finger
tapping is scored according to the MDS-UPDRS scale [5]. In
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Fig. 6: Comparison of ROC curves for most discriminative classifier,
closing deceleration, and standard clinical measures of finger tapping.

principle, this involves watching the patient carry out ten finger
taps, during which the practitioner must estimate deviation
from normality with regard to amplitude, speed, rhythm and
hesitations. However, there is little theoretical underpinning
to this process and there is considerable inter-rater and intra-
rater variation within the scores [15]. Furthermore, most raters
tend to favour amplitude over the other measures [6]. As
we have shown, amplitude is less discriminative than closing
deceleration as a predictor of PD, and we would expect
better diagnostic accuracy if clinicians were to measure closing
deceleration.

The importance of measuring internal components of taps,
rather than gross measures of movement, has previously been
made in [19]. In a smaller study involving 16 PD patients and
32 controls, the authors noted that the peak velocity during the
opening part of a tap was more discriminative than a group
of other metrics. By comparison, our results suggest that the
closing phase is diagnostically more relevant than the opening
phase. This difference may be due to our use of larger samples
(49 PD and 41 controls), particularly in regard of the PD
population.

Since the MDS-UPDRS scale does not measure internal
components of a tap, this feature is unlikely to be detected
in a standard clinical assessment. Even if it were considered
during clinical assessment, the final deceleration is a difficult
component to measure visually. This suggests that a process of
recording a patient’s movements, followed by suitable analysis,
might be more effective for diagnosing and monitoring PD and
other movement disorders.

Whilst we have only considered PD in this paper, the
methods we have described could be applied more widely
to other neurodegenerative diseases. Many of these present
with movement disorders, and in most cases there is only
a limited understanding of the relationships between disease
states and abnormal movement characteristics. Better charac-
terisation could improve the ability of clinicians to distinguish
between clinically similar conditions (such as PD and PSP).
It could also allow clinicians to more accurately measure
how a patient’s symptoms change over time, and to prescribe



(a) PD patient

(b) Healthy control

Fig. 5: Examples of a PD patient and a healthy age-matched control carrying out finger tapping over a 5s interval.

medication appropriately. For PD, this is important, since
incorrect dosage can lead to unpleasant, difficult to treat, side-
effects. In addition to contributing to better diagnosis and
monitoring, better characterisation might also lead to a better
understanding of the disease processes underlying neurodegen-
erative conditions, which are often poorly understood.

In this work, we have focused on the use of window-

based genetic programming classifiers. These are effective
at identifying patterns that occur within single tap cycles,
and are relatively easy to analyse. However, window-based
architectures such as this are limited in their ability to charac-
terise movement trends that occur over longer time periods. In
other work [12], we have looked at whether novel dynamical
classifier architectures can be used to identify such patterns.
Our initial results are promising, suggesting that dynamical



classifiers can achieve higher accuracy than static classifiers.
However, it is much harder to identify the basis of their
discriminative ability. Hence, to an extent there is a trade-
off between using relatively simple models to inform clinical
assessment, and using more complex models that can achieve
higher diagnostic accuracy. In future work, we aim to develop
more complex analytical methods to complement these more
complex models.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described how a genetic program-
ming system was used to induce diagnostic classifiers that can
distinguish between recordings of Parkinson’s disease patients
and healthy age-matched controls carrying out finger tapping,
a standard clinical assessment task. The most discriminative
classifier achieved a diagnostic accuracy comparable to those
achieved by experienced clinicians. A behavioural analysis
of this classifier revealed that the most important feature
underlying its accuracy was the peak magnitude of deceleration
during the closing phase of a finger tap. Measurements of
this feature within the clinical data support this observation,
showing that closing deceleration is a better predictor of
Parkinson’s than standard clinical metrics such as amplitude
and speed. This information could be used to improve the
accuracy of clinical assessment of Parkinson’s. However, given
the limited ability of humans to measure subtle features of
movement, it also supports the use of automated methods
within clinical assessment.
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